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Optical interferometry at the Heisenberg limit with twin Fock states and parity measurements
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Holland and Burnett@Phys. Rev. Lett.71, 1355~1993!# have argued that twin Fock states of equal photon
numberN injected at both input ports of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer lead to phase measurements with
accuracies approaching the Heisenberg limitDwHL51/(2N). However, the method of phase detection sug-
gested by those authors, obtaining the difference of the photocurrents at the output ports of the interferometer,
is not sensitive to the phase difference between the two interferometer paths; in fact, the photocurrent vanishes.
In this paper we show that the use of parity measurements on just one of the output modes not only is sensitive
to the phase difference but that the sensitivity approaches the Heisenberg limit for largeN.
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Coherent radiation fields with Poisson-distributed nu
bers of photons, as commonly found in the output of pha
stabilized lasers, provide interferometric phase sensitivi
bound by the familiar standard quantum limit~or shot noise

limit ! of DwSQL51/AN̄, whereN̄ is the average number o
photons counted in a chosen time interval. Quantum-s
synthesis, which holds the promise for advantageous tec
logical progress in areas of information science, such
computing and cryptography, also offers the opportunity
surpass the standard quantum limit of interferometric ph
sensitivity and to reach the so-called Heisenberg li
DwHL51/N̄, the ultimate level of sensitivity allowed b
quantum mechanics@1#. This goal requires joint consider
ation of quantum-state generation and detection meth
This paper exemplifies such an assessment for interferom
with twin Fock states, together with a parity detecti
method on one of the output beams.

Some years ago, Holland and Burnett@2# studied the un-
certainties in optical phase measurements obtained
Mach-Zehnder interferometer~MZI ! under the assumption o
twin Fock statesuN&auN&b at the inputs of the first beam a
shown in Fig. 1. The goal is to measurew, the phase differ-
ence between the two paths of the MZI. By studying t
phase-difference distribution for the statesinside the MZI
just prior to the second beam splitter BS2, these authors
cluded that the uncertainty in the measurement of the ph
difference approaches the Heisenberg limitDwHL51/(2N)
relevant for a total of 2N photons passing through the inte
ferometer. The input stateuN&auN&b itself does not realize the
Heisenberg limit exactly, but, according to Holland and B
nett @2#, approaches the limit asymptotically asN becomes
large. On the one hand, it was shown by Bollingeret al. @3#
that if the field state just after BS1 is somehow a maxima
entangled state~MES!, i.e., if it is of the form

u2N<0&a,b
FN[

1

&
~ u2N&au0&b1eiFNu0&au2N&b), ~1!

whereFN is a phase that may depend onN, then the phase
uncertainty is exactly at the Heisenberg limitDwHL
51/(2N). Obtaining such a state inside the MZI is not ea
and, in fact, cannot be done with an ordinary beam spli
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alone. Schemes for generating such states using nonli
devices and linear devices in conjunction with condition
measurements are now known and under development@4#.
On the other hand, referring to Fig. 1, with the input tw
Fock statesuN&auN&b , the state inside the interferometer ju
after BS1 is given by the expansion@5#

uc2N&5 (
k50

N

~21!N2kF S 2k
k D S 2N22k

N2k D S 1

2D 2NG1/2

3u2k&au2N22k&b , ~2!

which we refer to as the arcsine~AS! state. We assumed tha
the 50:50 beam splitter BS1 of Fig. 1 is described by
transformation@5,6# ÛBS15exp@p(â†b̂2b̂†â)/4#. The two-
photon (N51) version of this state,

uc2&5
1

&
~ u2&au0&b2u0&au2&b)5u2<0&a,b

p , ~3!

a MES, has long been available in the laboratory@7#. The
four-photon version (N52) given by

uc4&5A3

8
~ u4&au0&b1u0&au4&b)2

1

2
u2&au2&b

5A3

4
u4<0&a,b

0 2
1

2
u2&au2&b ~4!

FIG. 1. Schematic of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer for
detection of the phase differencew when the twin Fock states
uN&auN&b are injected into the first beam splitter.
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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was detected in recent experiments by Ouet al. @8#. With the
phase shift operator in theb mode~the clockwise path as in
Fig. 1! represented byÛ(w)5exp(iw b̂†b̂), the state just prior
to the second beam splitter BS2 is

uc2N~w!&5 (
k50

N

~21!N2keiw(2N22k)F S 2k
k D S 2N22k

N2k D
3S 1

2D 2NG1/2

u2k&au2N22k&b . ~5!

Evidently, there are strong correlations between the p
ton number states of the two modes. Because of this, the
nonzero elements of the joint photon number probability d
tribution are the joint probabilities for finding 2k photons in
modea and 2N22k in modeb given by

PAS~2k,2N22k!5 za^2kub^2N22kuc2N& z2

5S 2k
k D S 2N22k

N2k D S 1

2D 2N

, kP@0,N#,

~6!

forming a distribution known in probability theory as th
fixed-multiplicative discrete arcsine law of orderN @9#;
hence the name for our states. This should be contrasted
the distribution for the MES of Eq.~1!, which takes the form
PMES(2k,2N22k)5(dk,01dk,N)/2.

We now illustrate the phase properties of these states
the most general case, ifr̂(w) is the density operator of th
field inside the MZI just prior to BS2, then the phase dist
bution is defined by@10#

P~ua ,ubuw!5^uau^ubur̂~w!uua&uub&/~2p!2, ~7!

where theuu i&5(neinu iun& i ( i 5a,b) are the phase states. I
terms of the number basis we have

P~ua,ubuw!5
1

~2p!2 (
n,n8,m,m850

`

a^n8ub^m8ur̂un&aum&b

3eiua(n2n8)eiub(m2m8), ~8!

which amounts to a discrete Fourier transform of the den
operator’s elements. For the sake of comparison, suppos
state just before the second beam splitter is the M
u2N<0&a,b

2Nw , where the phase shiftw has been taken into
account. The phase-difference distribution is obtained by
tegration over the sum of phases,

DMES~uuw![
1

2 E0

2p

PMESS us2u

2
,
us1u

2 Uw Ddus

5
1

2p
cos2@N~u1w!#, ~9!

whereu,us5ub7ua are the phase difference and sum,
spectively. In Fig. 2 we plot~a! the elements of the join
number distributionPMES(2k,2N22k) and ~b! the phase-
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difference distributionDMES(uu0) for 2N520. The latter of
course oscillates with ‘‘frequency’’N and thus the peak-to
trough spacings are on the order of 1/2N ~the Heisenberg
limit !. For the arcsine states we similarly obtain

DAS~u1p/2uw![
1

2p
g* ~u2w1p/2!g~u2w1p/2!,

g~u!5eiN(u1p) (
n52N/2

N/2 F S N12n
N/21nD S N22n

N/22nD S 1

2D 2NG1/2

ei2nu.

~10!

The fixed phase translation byp/2 results from the specific
choice of beam splitter type for BS1; the distributio
DAS(uuw) therefore represents generic compensation to
phase origin. In Fig. 2 we also plot~c! the elements of the
joint photon number distributionPAS(2k,2N22k) and ~d!
the phase-difference distributionDAS(uuw), again for 2N
520 and forw50. ForPAS(2k,2N22k) we see the charac
teristic ‘‘bathtub’’ shape of an arcsine distribution. Althoug
it would seem, from the pictured joint distributions, that t
arcsine states represent a poor candidate for precision i
ferometry, they in fact provide an excellent approximation
the Heisenberg limit in selected ranges of the phase dif
ence. This is evident from the corresponding pha
difference distributions of Figs. 2~b! and 2~d!. The MES pro-
duces a simple harmonic dependence cos2(Nu) for a total of
2N photons, while the arcsine states approximate
sin2(Nu1u)/sin2 u for large N, equivalent to a uniform dis-
tribution of photon pairs. A familiar analogy is two-slit ve
sus (N11)-slit classical interference from classical opti
@11#. For the MES, the peak-to-trough distance along
horizontal axis is;1/2N, approximately the Heisenber

FIG. 2. ~a! Photon number distribution and~b! phase-difference
distribution for the maximally entangled states for 2N520; ~c! and
~d! the same but for the arcsine state.
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limit of resolution. For the arcsine states, interference can
out all the oscillations except for a set of two spikes se
rated by a phase difference ofp. Their widths, however, are
still ;1/2N for large N. Evidently the distribution of pho-
tons for certain specific non-MES states, such as the arc
can still attain Heisenberg-limited sensitivity, e.g., MES p
formance, over specific ranges of phase difference. This
striction is similar to the situation that occurs, for examp
in optical squeezing, where field quadrature fluctuations
be reduced within certain useful measurement windows.

Holland and Burnett@1# assumed that the measurement
the phase difference in the two arms of the MZI could
carried out in the usual way by subtracting the currents of
photodetectors placed at the output ports of the second b
splitter BS2, essentially measuring the operatorâ†â2b̂†b̂ at
the output. But for states of the type of Eq.~3! or Eq. ~2!
inside a MZI, this difference will vanish, thus yielding n
information on the relative path lengths. This is a result
the symmetry between the two modes of the state inside
MZI. Alternatively, as Hillery, Zou, and Buzek@12# pointed
out, the phase-difference distribution just prior to BS2 co
sists of two narrow peaks, as shown in Fig. 2~d!, and it is this
double peaked structure that accounts for the vanishing
the difference in the output fields at BS2. In any case,
photon number difference operator is not a useful measur
the phase differencew for input twin Fock states.

How then can we measurew and at the same time attai
sensitivity at the Heisenberg limit? Kimet al. @13# and Han
@14# considered the square of the difference of the outp
(â†â2b̂†b̂)2 but this measure, although sensitive to t
phase shiftw, does not have the desired accuracy. Bolling
et al. @3#, in connection with spectroscopy using MES of
system ofN trapped ions whose optical analog has simi
phase distribution properties, showed that a measureme
the parity of just one of the output field modes is not on
sensitive to the phase shift but does, in fact, yield accura
in phase measurements at the Heisenberg limit. Indeed
previously discussed the use of this measure for optical
terferometry with MES@4~a!,~b!,~c!,~g!#. As the expectation
of the number difference operator vanishes in both the M
of Eq. ~1! and the arcsine states of Eq.~2!, it is reasonable to
consider the use of parity measurements in the case o
input twin Fock statesuN&auN&b .

We consider a detector that is placed at one of the ou
beams, for instance, theb mode. We write the parity operato

for this mode asÔ5(21)b̂†b̂5exp(ipb̂†b̂). With the opera-
tor representation for the beam splitter BS2@5,6# taken as
ÛBS25exp@2ip(â†b̂1âb̂†)/4#, the expectation value of th
parity operator is

^Ô&N5^c2N~w!uÛBS2
† Ô ÛBS2uc2N~w!&

5 (
k50

N

ei2w(N22k)S 2k
k D S 2N22k

N2k D S 1

2D 2N

. ~11!

The imaginary part of this function sums identically to ze
as it is the product of an even times an odd function ofk.
The real part is identically a Legendre polynomial@15#:
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^Ô&N5PN@cos~2w!#. ~12!

The phase uncertainty determined from the error propa
tion calculus is given by

Dw5
DO

U]^Ô&
]w

U , ~13!

where DO5A^Ô2&2^Ô&25A12^Ô&2 as Ô25 Î . For N

51 we havê Ô&15cos 2w so thatDw51/2, the Heisenberg
limit for a total of 2N52 photons. ForN52 ~the photomix-
ing of two photons with two photons! we have ^Ô&2
5(3 cos2 2w21)/25 1/41 3/4 cos 4w, from which we ob-
tain, in the limit w→0, Dw51/A1250.2886, which is just
above the Heisenberg limit ofDwHL51/450.25, and still

FIG. 3. Dw versusN ~solid line! along withDwSQL ~dot-dashed
line! andDwHL ~dashed line! for ~a! w50, ~b! w5p/90.
0-3
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considerably below the standard quantum limit ofDwSQL

51/A450.5 for a total of 2N54 photons passing throug
the interferometer.

Assuming now thatw50, we plot in Fig. 3~a! the phase
uncertaintyDw obtained from our states as a function ofN
along with DwHL51/(2N) ~dashed line! and DwSQL

51/A2N ~dash-dotted line!. We notice that the phase unce
tainty for the parity measurement very rapidly approac
the Heisenberg limit for increasing photon number 2N and is
always much less than the standard quantum limit. In F
3~b! we plot the phase uncertainty forw5p/90
50.0349 rad from the origin. Evidently, for certain photo
numbers, the phase uncertainty blows up due to the peri
nature of ^Ô&, but then there are other photon numbe
where the uncertainty is still below the standard quant
limit. Therefore the twin Fock statesuN&auN&b may still be of
use for interferometry for certainN even when the phas
differencewÞ0. Of course, for very weak phase shifts, as a
expected from gravity waves, and starting from a balan
interferometer wherew50, we still can expect high-
resolution phase measurements over a wide range of i
photon numbers.

Some comments are in order with respect to the meas
ment of parity. Operationally, one possible way to perfo
such measurements is to count the number of photons
raise21 to that power. This type of measurement has p
viously been described by Banaszek and Wo´dkiewicz @16# in
a proposed experimental scheme for testing nonlocality
phase space. Of course, photon number detectors capab
measuring photon numbers at single photon resolution
required. Presently, such detectors are not available altho
there have been recent developments toward that goal@17#.
On the other hand, it is well known@18# that for some quan-
tum stateuc& the Wigner functionW(a) can be written as

W~a!5
2

p (
n50

`

~21!n^cuD̂~a!un&^nuD̂†~a!uc&, ~14!
n
s
te

. A
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whereD̂(a) is the displacement operator, from which it fo

lows that the expectation value of the parity operatorÔ is,
apart for a numerical factor, the Wigner function evaluated

the origin:^Ô&5 (p/2) W(0). Banaszeket al. @19# have dis-
cussed the direct measurement of the Wigner function
photon counting while Banaszek and Wo´dkiewicz @20# have
discussed the effects of detector efficiency on this proced
The authors showed that, while the correction for nonu
quantum efficiency introduces significant errors for large d
placements in phase space, the Wigner function is very w
reconstructed near the origin, the region of interest for pa
detection. Of course, it is quite possible that other meth
not requiring direct photon counting, such as homodyn
@21#, might be used to reconstruct the Wigner function.
nally, other methods, insensitive to photon number,
where a nonlinear device coupling two modes acts like
parity dependent switch@22#, have been proposed.

To conclude, we note that optical parity detection is
suitable method to achieve Heisenberg-limited interfero
etry when twin Fock states are presented at the inputs of
system. The method circumvents the lack of signal ph
sensitivity in the traditional balanced homodyne detection
applied to this system. Finally, we remark that the pha
measurement scheme proposed here for twin Fock state
photonic fields also has applications for phase resolution
tween two Bose-Einstein condensates where the numbe
atoms in each condensate is initially identical. Indeed, D
ningham and Burnett@23# have recently adapted the schem
of Ref. @2# for precisely that situation; the difficulties of the
scheme, as discussed above, still apply but may be circ
vented by the methods described in the present article, s
ably adapted.
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